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If you can MIG weld, you can weld aluminum! It really 
is that easy! Turn your Forney MIG welder into an 
aluminum welding machine with the new Forney 250 
Multi-Machine spool gun! Great for first time users and 
experienced professionals alike, this spool gun was 
designed around simplicity, reliability, and performance. 
This light-weight and compact unit delivers top tier 
ergonomics and comes with a 20-foot all-in-one power/
gas cable giving you a larger, more comfortable work 
envelope. Out-of-the-box TWECO style consumable 
compatibility means you never need to worry about the 
availability of consumables again! Optimized for .035” 
wire, this spool gun can run a variety of wire diameters 
from .030” to .047” with ease.”

Processes:
• MIG (GMAW)
For Use On:

• Aluminum, Stainless Steel
Product Specifications:

• Warranty: 1 year
Compatibility:
• Fits all spool gun capable Euro-style Forney 

machines

Primary 
Input

Maximum 
Output

Rated 
Output and 
Duty Cycle

Wire Feed 
Speed

Cable 
Length Consumables Wire 

Diameters Dimensions Weight (Including 
Power Cable)

0-12VDC 250A (DC 
Output Only)

200A @ 
60%

800 IPM 
(Max)

20’ 
(6,09m)

14H Series 
TWECO style

.030” (0,8mm) 
- .047” 
(1,2mm)

H: 16”
L: 12”

W: 3.5”

H: 406,4mm
L: 304,8mm
W: 88,9mm      

11 lbs. 5 kg

Welding Aluminum: No TIG Welder Required

Turn your MIG welder into an aluminum welding machine. If you can MIG weld, you can weld aluminum with this spool gun. 

Rugged and Reliable

Your new spool gun is durable and built for heavy use. The housing is extra thick to handle the wear and tear of use in the most demanding 
work environment. 

TWECO Compatible

The spool gun is compatible with TWECO 14H Series consumables, which are widely available and inexpensive.  

Ergonomic

Your new spool gun is compact, light, and built to offer advanced comfort across several hours of hard work both in and out-of-position.

User-Friendly

Whether you’re a novice or an experienced professional, your new spool gun was designed to be easy to use and enhance the efficiency of 
your workflow for less down time, and more time getting the job done. 

Weld Up To 1/2”

This spool gun can weld thin to 1/2” sheet plate for a variety of applications. 
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